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Duty-Cycle UWB Access Through Multipath With
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Abstract—Interference from coexisting narrowband services is
a critical factor affecting performance of ultra-wideband (UWB)
radio communications. There is clearly a need to quantify interference and compare UWB systems on that basis. In this paper,
we develop a general Rake reception model along with a unifying
transmission framework for low duty-cycle UWB multiple access
encompassing existing and novel spreading codes, including direct sequence, digital single- and multi-carrier, time-hopping, and
combinations of them. Our unifying framework relies on a digital
model, which leads to closed-form performance analysis expressions. Different from existing alternatives that require oversampling, our general model is developed directly from the samples
of the Rake receiver output and allows for various Rake finger
delay selections. Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio analysis
and simulations are carried out to assess the relative merits of
several UWB systems in the presence of narrowband interference,
multipath and additive white Gaussian noise, for both matchedfilter and minimum mean square error Rake receivers.
Index Terms—Direct sequence (DS), multi-carrier (MC), multipath, narrowband interference (NBI), Rake, single-carrier (SC),
time-hopping (TH), ultra-wideband (UWB).

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE growing interest in ultra-wideband (UWB) radios
stems from their attractive features that include low-power
low-complexity baseband operation, rich multipath diversity,
and the potential to enhance user capacity. These features make
UWB connectivity suitable for indoor and especially shortrange high-rate wireless links in the workplace and at home.
However, coexisting narrowband services introduce interference which degrades performance of UWB radios that rely on
spreading schemes to enable multiple access. Widely adopted
spreading schemes include time-hopping (TH) and direct se-
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quence (DS) codes [5], [7], [9]. Recently, baseband singlecarrier (SC) and multi-carrier (MC) codes have also been
introduced to provide improved flexibility in handling multiuser
interference (MUI) and narrowband interference (NBI) [12].
In addition, combinations of these codes make it possible to
further enhance user capacity, and reinforce low probability
of detection [11]. There is clearly a need to compare the
performance of these schemes in the presence of NBI and/or
dense multipath channels.
Several efforts have been made in this direction. NBI effects to DS-UWB with matched-filter (MF) Rake reception
are analyzed in [5] and [7] and NBI in TH-UWB has been
studied in the absence of multipath [13]—without accounting
for interframe interference (IFI) [1]—and by simulations [6].
Recently, a general discrete-time UWB system model was
introduced in [3]. This model subsumes TH and DS transmissions, but requires oversampling of the continuous-time
received waveform at subpulse intervals. Consequently, the
MF and minimum mean square error (MMSE) receivers developed based on this oversampled discrete-time model call
for oversampled digital all-Rake configurations. As a result,
the performance analysis in [3] neither applies to UWB systems with a limited number of Rake fingers, nor can it accommodate Rake finger delay selections corresponding to
low-complexity partial- and selective-Rake receivers that are of
practical interest [2].
The main contribution of this paper is a general discrete-time
model enabling a unifying signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) analysis of low duty-cycle UWB multiple access
schemes. The generality of the model pertains to: 1) incorporation of transmissions with single- or multi-carrier spreadeing
with or without TH (the former introduces challenging IFI
effects); 2) propagation through flat or multipath channels in the
presence or absence of NBI; and 3) various Rake alternatives
with low-complexity frame-rate (or even symbol-rate) receiver
sampling per finger. The unifying SINR analysis encompasses
DS, SC/MC, and TH spreading codes (or their combinations),
and provides a figure of merit for comparing them. Furthermore, it guides the designer to select codes for UWB multiple
access by delineating tradeoffs in Rake receiver complexity
versus resilience to multipath and NBI.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The unifying transmission model and the unifying Rake reception model
will be introduced in Sections II and III, respectively. In
Section IV, the SINR expressions will be derived. Simulations
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and comparisons will be presented in Section V, and summarizing remarks will be given in Section VI.
Notation: We use bold upper (lower) case letters to denote matrices (column vectors). F N represents a N × N fast
Fourier transform (FFT) matrix, and I N stands for a N × N
identity matrix. The (n + 1)th entry of a is denoted as [a]n ,
and the (m + 1, n + 1)th entry of A as [A]m,n . The symbol
 denotes convolution, ⊗ stands for Kronecker product, and
:= means ‘is defined as.’ We use (·)T and (·)H for transpose
and conjugated transpose, · and · for floor and ceiling
operations, mod(a, b) for modulo operation of a on the basis
of b, rank{A} for the rank of matrix A, and diag{a} for a
diagonal matrix with a on its diagonal.
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N −1

f
sequences cu (k) ∈ {±1} satisfying:
k=0 cu1 (k)cu2 (k) =
Nf δu1 u2 . These codes are used in, e.g., [5], [7], and [11].
Notice that with orthogonal DS codes, the maximum number
of users Nu equals the number of frames per symbol Nf ;
whereas with orthogonal TH codes, Nu equals the number
of chips per frame Nc . On the other hand, with transmission
bandwidth B ≈ 1/Tp and bit rate R = 1/Ts , the bandwidth expansion factor is given by: B/R ≈ Ts /Tp ≈ Ts /Tc = Nf Nc .
Therefore, combined use of orthogonal TH and DS codes can
accommodate up to Nf Nc simultaneous users, and thereby
exploits the ultra-wide bandwidth more efficiently [11].

B. Baseband Single-Carrier UWB
II. U NIFYING T RANSMISSION M ODEL
Let su (ns ) denote the ns th information-bearing symbol of
user u in a UWB system with Nu users. Every symbol is
represented by Nf ultrashort pulses p(t) of duration Tp , one
per frame of Tf seconds. It follows that the symbol transmitted during the kth frame is given by su (k/Nf ) and the
resultant symbol duration is thus Ts := Nf Tf . With Tp in
the order of nanoseconds, the transmission is UWB with bandwidth B ≈ 1/Tp . Multiple users are separated by user-specific
spreading codes, which will be discussed later in detail. We
focus on a single user, and treat MUI as noise. Using binary
pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM), the uth user’s transmitted
signal is



∞


k
Eu 
su
cu (k)p t − kTf − cth
νu (t) =
u (k)Tc
Nf
Nf
k=0
(1)
where Eu is the energy per symbol, and Tc > Tp is the chip
duration defined as Tc := Tf /Nc with Nc being the number of
chips per frame. Two classes of spreading codes are subsumed
by (1): those represented by cu (k) modify the pulse amplitude
from frame to frame; whereas those represented by cth
u (k) alter
the pulse position per frame. The latter are referred to as TH
codes. The former, on the other hand, allow for many choices,
including the well known DS codes. Later in this section, we
will show that cu (k) can also be designed to yield digital SCor MC-UWB baseband transmissions [12]. It is worth emphasizing that (1) allows also for combinations of the two classes
of spreading codes, e.g., DS–TH codes. Throughout this paper,
we will consider “short” spreading codes that are periodic with
Nf −1
will be energy normalized
period Nf . Moreover, {cu (k)}k=0
Nf −1 2
such that k=0 cu (k) = Nf . To put them under a common
denominator, we will start with the widely adopted special cases
(TH- and DS-UWB), and then briefly review the baseband SCand MC-UWB spreading codes, which are detailed in [12].
A. TH-UWB and DS-UWB
Choosing cu(k) = 1 and cth
u (k) ∈ [0, Nc − 1], ∀k in (1) gives
rise to a TH-UWB transmission. Orthogonal TH codes can be
th
chosen such that cth
u1 (k) = cu2 (k), ∀u1 = u2 , k ∈ [0, Nf − 1].
th
With cu (k) = 0, ∀k, DS-UWB relies on orthogonal binary

With cth
u (k) = 0, ∀k ∈ [0, Nf − 1], digital SC-UWB corresponds to choosing the uth user’s spreading code during the
kth frame as
√
 2 cos(2πfu k)
cu (k) = √
 2 sin(2πfu k)

∀u ∈ 0,
∀u ∈

Nf
2

Nf
2


−1


, Nf − 1

(2)

where fu := (u + 0.5)/Nf , ∀u ∈ [0, Nf − 1] with Nf being
even. Different from orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) in narrowband systems, the codes in
(2) are baseband real, and thus suitable for baseband UWB
transmissions without analog carriers. It can be easily verified that these SC spreading codes are also orthogonal:
Nf −1
k=0 cu1 (k)cu2 (k) = Nf δu1 u2 .
As in narrowband OFDMA systems, each SC-UWB user
spreads every symbol on a single digital subcarrier and the
resulting transmit-spectrum is distinctly determined by the carrier frequency fu . This feature shows up clearly in the power
spectral density (PSD) of νu (t). The latter turns out to be
Φvv (f ) = (Eu /Nf Ts )|Ps,u (f )|2 for independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) equiprobable antipodal symbols, where
Ps,u (f ) is the FT of the symbol-level pulse shaper ps,u (t) :=
Nf −1
k=0 cu (k)p(t − kTf ). This FT can be expressed as [12]



fu
k

P
(f
)
S
f
−
−

k
Tf


 Tf



 +S f − k + fu ,
Tf
 Tf

Ps,u (f ) =


−P (f ) k S f − Tkf − Tfuf







−S f − Tkf + Tfuf ,

u ∈ 0,
u∈

Nf
2

Nf
2




, Nf
(3)

√
where P (f ) := F{p(t)}, and S(f ) := (Nf / 2) exp[−π(Nf −
1)Tf f ]sinc(Ts f ) with sinc(f ) := sin(πf )/(πf ). Fig. 1 depicts
the transmit-PSD, confirming that every digital “carrier” corresponds to distinct frequency bands, i.e., sinc main lobes, each of
width 2/Ts Hz. Evidently, individual digital carrier bands can
suffer from cochannel NBI at various degrees; and those that are
heavily affected can be avoided. Also clear from Fig. 1 is that
different from narrowband OFDMA, where each user occupies
a single frequency band, each SC-UWB user occupies 2Tf /Tp
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Fig. 1. Subcarriers in baseband SC-UWB (Nf = 8, Tf = 4Tp ).

frequency bands. This enables SC-UWB to enjoy full multipath
diversity gains [12].

h(t) := L
l=0 αl δ(t − τl ) denote the multipath channel with
L + 1 paths. The continuous-time received waveform is then
given by [cf. (1)]

C. Baseband Multi-Carrier UWB

ru (t) = νu (t)  h(t) + w(t) + j(t)



∞


k
Eu 
su
=
cu (k)g t − kTf − cth
u (k)Tc
Nf
Nf

Each user here utilizes all Nu = Nf digital subcarriers
Nf −1
{g k }k=0



N
1
2πn

cos
k
, n = 0, or, n = 2f
 Nf
N


 f 

Nf
2
2πn
[g k ]n =
.
Nf cos Nf k , n ∈ 1, 2 − 1







N
2
2πn

n ∈ 2f + 1, Nf − 1
Nf sin Nf k ,
(4)
(o) N −1

f
denoting any set of orthogonal spreading
With {cu }u=0
codes of length Nf , the spreading codes for MC-UWB access are

(o)
cu (k) = g T
k cu

∀k, u ∈ [0, Nf − 1].

(5)
(o) N −1

f
These codes are clearly orthogonal so long as {cu }u=0
are orthogonal. For a detailed description of MC-UWB, the
reader is referred to [12]. Much as with SC-UWB, each MCUWB carrier occupies several distinct frequency bands, in a
form similar to (3), and allows for flexible NBI avoidance.
But different from SC-UWB, each MC-UWB user utilizes all
digital carriers. This will turn out to imply that with appropriate
(o) Nf −1
, MC-UWB enjoys bit error rate (BER)
selection of {cu }u=0
performance that is independent of cu (k), in the presence of
NBI. We will revisit this important issue in the ensuing sections.
Similar to DS, each SC or MC spreading code can also be
paired with a TH code to yield SC–TH- or MC–TH-UWB
transmission.
So far, we have seen that the unifying transmission model
(1) not only subsumes TH-, DS-, SC-, and MC-UWB, but also
combinations of them. The latter can be implemented through
multistage spreading operations as detailed in [11].

III. G ENERAL R AKE R ECEPTION M ODEL
In order to facilitate performance analysis and comparison,
we will next establish a general Rake reception model, starting with the signal received after multipath propagation. Let

k=0

+ w(t) + j(t)

(6)

where g(t) := p(t)  h(t) = L
l=0 αl p(t − τl ) is the composite
pulse-multipath channel with delay spread τL + Tp , w(t) is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and j(t) denotes NBI.
Since the frame duration Tf is up to our disposal, we choose
Tf > τL + Tp to avoid IFI and intersymbol interference (ISI),
in the absence of TH. This assumption simplifies our analysis
considerably, but confines our scope to low duty-cycle UWB
systems. Relaxing this assumption is of interest, because it
allows for higher rate transmissions, but goes beyond the scope
of this paper.
To collect multipath diversity, Rake reception is often
adopted in UWB systems [10]. Rake receivers with N fingers
weigh and sum outputs from a bank of N correlators (diversity
combining). During the kth frame of each symbol, the template
for the nth correlator (Rake finger with delay τ̃n )1 is the
pulse p(t) delayed by kTf + cth
u (k)Tc + τ̃n . For fingers to
capture resolvable multipath returns, their delay must satisfy
τ̃n − τ̃n−1 ≥ Tp , which implies that at most N̄ := τL /Tp 
fingers would suffice to collect the available multipath diversity. In practice, N ≤ N̄ (all-Rake, partial-Rake, or selectiveRake) is often chosen to tradeoff error performance with
complexity [2].
In the following, we will first consider DS-, SC-, or MCUWB reception in the absence of TH, and then generalize our
model when TH is also present.
A. DS/SC/MC-UWB Without TH
In this case, cth
u (k) = 0, ∀m, implies that the template for
the nth finger’s correlator is given by: p(t − kTf − τ̃n ), during
1 Our usage of tilde for Rake finger delays (τ̃ ) is to stress that those do not
n
have to necessarily coincide with the multipath channel delays (τn ).
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the kth frame. Accordingly, the nth finger’s correlator output
during the kth frame is:
kTf +τ̃
 n +Tp

ru (t)p(t − kTf − τ̃n )dt.

xu (k; n) =

(7)

kTf +τ̃n

To establish the input–output (I/O) relationship in digital
 τ̃ +T
form, let us define α̃n := τ̃nn p g(t)p(t − τ̃n )dt to represent
the “effective channel amplitude” at the nth finger’s correlator
output. Using our low duty-cycle assumption Tf > τL + Tp , it
 kT +τ̃ +T
then follows that kTff+τ̃nn p g(t−mTf )p(t − kTf − τ̃n )dt =
α̃n δkm . Taking this into account when substituting (6) to
(7), we obtain: xu (k; n) = (Eu /Nf )1/2 su (k/Nf )cu (k)α̃n +
w(k; n) + j(k; n), where w(k; n) and j(k; n) denote respectively the sampled additive noise and NBI at the correlator
output of the nth finger, during the kth frame. Notice that the
filtered and sampled AWGN w(k; n) stays white, since the τ̃n ’s
are spaced sufficiently apart.
Stacking the correlator output samples from all N fingers
during the kth frame, we form
xu (k) := [ xu (k; 0) xu (k; 1) . . . xu (k; N − 1) ]T



k
Eu
=
su
cu (k)α̃ + w(k) + j(k) (8)
Nf
Nf
where α̃, w(k), and j(k) are all N × 1 vectors constructed by
stacking α̃n , w(k; n), and j(k; n) for n ∈ [0, N − 1]. Recalling
that each symbol is conveyed by Nf pulses, we need to collect
a total of N Nf correlator output samples, N per frame, in
order to decode one symbol. To this end, we concatenate vec(ns +1)Nf −1
into a super vector of size Nf N × 1
tors {xu (k)}k=n
s Nf
as [cf. (8)]
T
T
y u (ns ) := [ xT
u (ns Nf ) . . . xu (ns Nf + Nf − 1) ]

Eu
=
su (ns )(cu ⊗ α̃) + η(ns )
(9)
Nf

where cu := [cu (0), . . . , cu (Nf − 1)]T is the spreading code
vector and η(ns ) := [wT (ns Nf )+j T (ns Nf ), . . . ,wT(ns Nf +
Nf − 1) + j T (ns Nf + Nf − 1)]T is the Nf N × 1 noise vector that consists of AWGN, MUI, and NBI present over the ns th
symbol duration.
Notice that y u (ns ) contains nothing but the correlator outputs collected from N fingers over Nf consecutive frames
corresponding to the ns th symbol. Relative to [3], which requires subpulse-rate oversampling, (9) is formed by framerate samples per Rake finger. To decode a symbol, diversity
combining needs to be carried out. With the Nf N × 1 weight
vector β, diversity combining yields the following decision
statistic for the ns th symbol: zu (ns ) := β T y u (ns ).
In the absence of NBI, maximum ratio combining (MRC) is
optimal since η in (9) becomes white Gaussian. MRC then corresponds to MF weights β mf := cu ⊗ α̃. But in the presence of
NBI, the color of η(ns ) renders MF reception suboptimal and
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motivates the usage of MMSE weights, which for our sampled
vector model in (9) are

−1
Eu
Eu
T
(cu ⊗ α̃)(cu ⊗ α̃)
(cu ⊗ α̃)
Rη +
β mmse :=
Nf
Nf
=

Eu −1
R (cu ⊗ α̃)
Nf η

−1
Eu
T −1
× 1+
(cu ⊗ α̃) Rη (cu ⊗ α̃)
Nf

(10)

where Rη := E{η(ns )η T (ns )}. As usual, if η is white, β mmse
boils down to β mf .
In order to quantify error performance of MF and MMSE
Rake receivers, one needs to know the structure of Rη . It is well
known that uniformly sampling a wide sense stationary (WSS)
process yields a WSS sequence. But in order to encompass various selections of Rake fingers, we generally allow the delays
{kTf + τ̃n } to be nonuniformly spaced across k and n; i.e.,
even though for a given n, delays kTf + τ̃n are uniform across
frames (k), for a given k, τ̃n ’s are often nonuniformly spaced
within a frame, as for example in selective-Rake receivers.
Consequently, the entries of η(ns ) are nonuniformly sampled
noise variables. With N Rake fingers per frame, nonuniformly
sampled noise per frame turns out to be cyclostationary with
period N . As a result, Rη has a block-Toeplitz structure, but
each N × N block of Rη is not necessarily Toeplitz. It is useful
to specify the form of Rη for various Rake finger selections.
The latter will be represented with a finger selection matrix S,
whose construction is detailed next.
Let Tf /Tp be an integer Np without loss of generality. With
Rake finger delays being integer multiples of Tp , Np is an upper
bound on the number of Rake fingers N ; that is, N ≤ N̄ < Np
and the N Rake fingers can be thought of as being selected from
a total of Np possible ones. This selection can be represented
with a delay selection matrix S. Let us sort the N (generally
non equi-spaced) finger delays in an increasing order and let
−1
τ̃n = in · Tp , with integers {in }N
n=0 ∈ [0, N̄ − 1]. Using these
in ’s, the Np × N delay selection matrix S is constructed so
that the nth column of S is ein +1 ; i.e., the (in + 1)th column
of I Np . Let us take as an example the partial-Rake reception,
where the first N < N̄ delays are chosen; i.e., τ̃n = n · Tp ,
∀n ∈ [0, N − 1]. In this case, the delay selection matrix is given
by S = [I N 0N ×(Np −N ) ]T . Since the latter pads (Np − N )
zeros to an N × 1 vector, we term it a zero-padding matrix and
denote it from now on as T Np ,N .
Corresponding to the Np possible uniformly spaced Rake
finger delays in a given frame, there are Np uniform noise
samples. Collecting these noise samples over Nf frames into
an Nf Np × 1 vector η̄(ns ) leads to a correlation matrix Rη̄ :=
E{η̄(ns )η̄ T (ns )} that is Toeplitz, simply because the entries of
η̄(ns ) are uniformly sampled noise variables. As S selects the
Rake finger delays, it also selects from η̄(ns ) the noise samples
corresponding to the selected delays. With such a selection
process being repeated in each frame comprising a symbol,
we have η = (I Nf ⊗ S T )η̄(ns ). As a result, its correlation
matrix Rη = (I Nf ⊗ S T )Rη̄ (I Nf ⊗ S) is an Nf N × Nf N
block-Toeplitz matrix with submatrices of size N × N .
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Fig. 2. (a) Structure of Rη̄ ; (b) structure of Rη ; and (c) structure of Φ. Nf = 4, Np = 16, N = 5.

An example of Rη̄ is illustrated in Fig. 2(a), with Nf = 4
and Np = 16. Its Toeplitz structure is evident. With the same
parameters, Fig. 2(b) illustrates an example of Rη , using the
selection matrix S = [ e7 e8 e10 e11 e14 ] with N = 5
and in ’s being 6, 7, 9, 10, and 13. Evidently, Rη is not Toeplitz,
but rather block-Toeplitz with identical submatrices sitting
along any diagonal with direction from northwest to southeast.
Also notice that due to the choice of S, these 5 × 5 submatrices
are not Toeplitz. They will become Toeplitz if and only if Rake
finger delays are equi-spaced.

symbol duration, can be expressed as

B. DS/SC/MC-UWB With TH

u
with J Np
where Ak := (J Np )cu (k) , and B k := (J T
Np )
being a Np × Np lower triangular Toeplitz matrix with first
th
column [ 0 1 0 . . . 0 ]T , c̄th
u (k) := Np − cu (k), ∀k, and
η̄(ns ) is the Nf Np × 1 NBI-bearing noise vector that we
detailed in the previous section. Notice that both IFI and ISI are
present in (12): the su (ns − 1) dependent term represents ISI;
while the second term in parentheses relates adjacent frames
Np
= 0Np ×Np , IFI vanishes
and incorporates IFI. Since (J T
Np )
th
if cu (k) = 0, ∀k ∈ [0, Nf − 2], and ISI vanishes if cth
u (Nf −
1) = 0. In the following, we will null the last frame of the
TH code per symbol; i.e., set cth
u (Nf − 1) = 0 and impose no
constraints on the rest. With this guard frame, ISI is eliminated
and (12) becomes:

#
$
Eu
su (Θ + Ψ) 1Nf ×1 ⊗ ᾱ + η̄
(13)
ȳ u =
Nf

When TH spreading codes are also employed, deriving an
I/O model like (9) is more challenging. The template for the nth
correlator is now p(t) delayed by kTf + cth
u (k)Tc + τ̃n , during
the kth frame. If the Rake samples corresponding to the (k +
1)th pulse do not involve the kth pulse and the Rake samples
corresponding to the kth pulse do not involve the (k + 1)th
pulse, then the correlator output samples will not experience
IFI. Such a situation translates to the following conditions
∀k ∈ [0, Nf − 2]
th
Tf + cth
u (k + 1)Tc + τ̃0 ≥ cu (k)Tc + τL + Tp
th
Tf + cth
u (k + 1)Tc ≥ cu (k)Tc + τ̃N −1 + Tp . (11)

Conditions (11) are not guaranteed in general. This necessitates
generalizing our Rake reception model (9) to include the IFI
induced by TH.
Without loss of generality, we let Tc = Tp . Indeed, for any
TH code cth
u (k; Tc ) with chip duration Tc = Kcp Tp (with integer Kcp > 1), one can always construct an equivalent TH
th
code with chip duration Tp as: cth
u (k; Tp ) = Kcp cu (k; Kcp Tp ).
Therefore, it suffices to consider the Tc = Tp case only.
Let us start with the TH-only case by setting cu (k) = 1,
∀k. To establish the I/O relationship, let the Np × 1 vector ᾱ
contain the Np possible output samples per frame, one sample
per Tp . From the definition of the delay selection matrix S,
it follows that α̃ = S T ᾱ. Consequently, the vector ȳ u (ns ),
which consists of all possible Nf Np outputs during the ns th


ȳ u (ns ) =



A0
A


1
Eu

su (ns ) 
..

Nf
.






0Np ×Np
  B 0 
+
 ᾱ
..
 

.

ANf −1
B Nf −2


B Nf −1



0
Eu
 Np ×Np 
+
su (ns − 1) 
 ᾱ + η̄(ns ) (12)
..
Nf


.
0Np ×Np
th

c̄th (k)

where the symbol index ns is omitted for notational brevity, Θ := diag{A0 , . . . , ANf −1 } and Ψ := diag{0Np ×Np ,
B 0 , . . . , B Nf −2 }(J Nf ⊗ I Np ) are both Nf Np × Nf Np
square matrices. Generalization of (13) to also include
DS/SC/MC spreading codes is then straightforward

Eu
ȳ u =
su (Θ + Ψ)(cu ⊗ ᾱ) + η̄.
(14)
Nf
It is easy to verify that ȳ u in (14) has Nf Np entries and contains
all-Rake finger outputs by construction. But the structures of Θ
and Ψ imply that ȳ u may contain noise-only entries. Moreover,
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since ᾱ contains entries that may not be selected by S, ȳ u may
also contain entries that do not appear as Rake outputs. This
should be expected since Nf pulses can yield at most Nf N <
Nf Np nonzero correlator outputs with an N -finger Rake, even
in the absence of IFI. Therefore, before Rake combining, we
need to “squeeze out” these “excess entries” of ȳ u . In the
absence of TH, it turns out that these excess entries can be
removed using the selection matrix S as follows:
Lemma 1: For any arbitrary selection of Rake delays described by matrix S, if the TH code is absent, then y u =
(I Nf ⊗ S)T ȳ u contains all, and only, the information dependent entries of ȳ u .
Proof: When TH is absent, cth
u (k) = 0, ∀k, implies that
Θ = I Nf Np and Ψ = 0 in (14). The resulting ȳ u becomes
(Eu /Nf )1/2 su (cu ⊗ ᾱ) + η̄. Using properties of Kronecker
products, we have (I Nf ⊗ S)T (cu ⊗ ᾱ) = cu ⊗ (S T ᾱ) =
cu ⊗ α̃. It then readily follows that y u = (Eu /Nf )1/2 su (cu ⊗
α̃) + (I Nf ⊗ S)T η̄. This is identical to (9), where all, and
only, the information dependent terms are present.

Removing excess entries from ȳ u is much more complicated when TH is also present. To this end, we establish the
following:
Lemma 2: For any Rake selection matrix S, we can extract
the information-bearing entries from ȳ u by forming y u =
ΞB ], and
ΞT
0 ȳ u , where Ξ0 := [ ΞA

respectively. Evidently, they depend not only on the relative
th
difference of two successive TH codes: cth
u (k) + c̄u (k − 1) =
th
th
Np + cu (k) − cu (k − 1), but also on the delay selection matrix S. These IFI terms vanish ∀S if and only if cth
u (k) ≥
th
cth
u (k − 1); that is, when cu (k) = 0, ∀k. The presence of
TH can lead to overlapping of Rake delays corresponding
to adjacent pulses, which in turn may give rise to IFI. Each
so-induced IFI term involves two correlator output samples
from two consecutive pulses. To form y u , every pair of these
interfering samples in ȳ u is picked up twice: once during the
earlier frame duration captured by ΞA ; and a second time
during the later frame captured by ΞB . As a result, the matrix
Ξ0 = [ ΞA ΞB ] is not guaranteed to be full column rank, and
entries of y u in (16) are thus not guaranteed to be distinct.
Having clarified the source of repetitions in y u in (16), we
deduce that repetitions can be eliminated by removing redunT
dant entries in ΞT
B Θ(cu ⊗ ᾱ) while keeping ΞA Ψ(cu ⊗ ᾱ)
untouched, or vice versa. Without loss of generality, we choose
the former, and establish the following:
Lemma 3: For any Rake selection matrix S, Ξ =
[ ΞA ΞC ] is full column rank with ΞC given as

&
%
⊗ S diag T N,M0 , . . . , T N,MNf −1
&
%
$
⊗ S diag ΥN,M̄0 , . . . , ΥN,M̄N −1 (15)

where en is the nth column of the identity matrix I M̄ with
Nf −1
M̄ := n=0
M̄k , and {nk }K
k=1 are indices of the zero entries of the M̄ × 1 vector v := ΞT
B ΞA 1(Nf N −M̄ )×1 . Then the
resulting vector that contains all (and only those) nonzero
correlator outputs, without repetition, is given by

Eu
su ΞT (Θ + Ψ)(cu ⊗ ᾱ) + η
(18)
yu =
Nf

#

ΞA := Θ I Nf
#
ΞB := Ψ I Nf

$

f

c̄th (k)−1

u
with Mk := n=0
[S · 1N ×1 ]n , M̄k := N − Mk , ∀k ∈
[0, Nf − 1], and ΥN,Mk := [0Mk ,N −Mk I Mk ]T being a zeroprefix matrix that attaches (N − Mk ) zeros at the beginning of
an Mk × 1 vector.
Proof: See Appendix I.

Premultiplying ȳ u with Ξ0 = [ ΞA ΞB ] retains all, and
only, the information dependent entries and gives rise to


yu =

Eu
su
Nf




ΞT
AΘ
(cu ⊗ ᾱ)
ΞT
BΨ

 T 
ΞA Ψ
⊗
ᾱ)
+ ΞT
+
(c
u
0 η̄. (16)
ΞT
BΘ

In the absence of TH, Ξ0 simplifies to (I Nf ⊗ S), and y u
coincides with that in Lemma 1. But when TH is present, entries
of y u in (16) are not guaranteed to be distinct. To see this,
let us take a closer look at the IFI term that is captured by
the second summand in (16). As detailed in Appendix II, both
T
ΞT
A Ψ(cu ⊗ ᾱ) and ΞB Θ(cu ⊗ ᾱ) have a block structure with
the kth block given by
th

cth
u (k)+c̄u (k−1)
T
JT
ᾱ
cu (k − 1)T T
N,Mk S
Np

#
$cth (k+1)+c̄th
T
u (k)
J Np u
cu (k + 1)ΥT
ᾱ
N,M̄k S

(17)

Nf −1

ΞC = ΞB [ en1

...

enK ] ,

K = rank{Ξ0 } −



Mk

n=0

where η := ΞT η̄.
Proof: See Appendix III.

It can be easily verified that the length of y u in (18) is
Nf −1
n=0 Mk + K = rank{Ξ0 } ≤ Nf N , where the equality is
achieved if and only if Ξ0 is full rank, in which case,
Ξ = Ξ0 .
The MF and MMSE weights corresponding to (18) are,
respectively: β mf = ΞT (Θ + Ψ)(cu ⊗ ᾱ); and β mmse =
T
T
(Eu /Nf )R−1
η Ξ (Θ + Ψ)(cu ⊗ ᾱ)[1 + (Eu /Nf )(cu ⊗ ᾱ)
T
−1
(Θ + Ψ)T ΞR−1
η Ξ (Θ + Ψ)(cu ⊗ ᾱ)] .
Remark 1: Equations (9) and (18) are our unifying digital
models for general Rake reception. Established based on a twostep (correlation followed by weighted combination) approach,
(9) and (18) require frame-rate sampling per finger. Interestingly, receiver processing can be implemented even with
symbol-rate sampling. To prove this, recall first that the entries
of β (that is, [β]n ∀n) are the diversity combining weights. In
the absence of TH, Rake reception that yields the decision statistics zu can be realized by correlating ru (t) with the symbolNf −1
N −1
long template p̄s (t) = k=0
n=0 [β]kN +n p(t − kTf −
τ̃n ), and sampling its output every Ts = Nf Tf seconds. In the
presence of TH, the symbol-long template becomes p̄s (t) =
Nf − 1
M k + Kk − 1
[β]θ(k,n) p (t − kTf − cth
u (k)Tc − τ̃n ),
n=0
k=0
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where θ(k, n) := k−1
m=0 Mm + n, if n < Mk , and θ(k, n) :=
k−1
M
+
m
m=k
m=0 Km + n, if n ≥ Mk . It can also be
verified that, with or without TH, MF combining can be im−1
plemented using the template p̄f (t) := N
n=0 α̃n p(t − τ̃n ),
which has fixed combining weights that do not change
across frames. The decision statistic is thus given by zu =

Nf −1
th
k=0 cu(k) ru(t)p̄f (t − kTf − cu (k)Tc)dt. In other words,
Rake reception with β mf can be carried out frame by frame;
whereas with β mmse , Rake can only be performed on a
symbol-by-symbol basis. This also indicates that NBI renders
frame-by-frame receiver processing suboptimal.
To generate the template p̄s (t), multiple analog waveforms
p(t) have to be generated and delayed accordingly. The delay
accuracy will affect decoding performance. But different from
pulse-rate sampling that requires precise timing at each sampling instance, p̄s (t) needs to be generated only once during
the channel coherence time. The latter provides the timing
circuits sufficient time to stabilize and thus reduces timing jitter
effects.
Remark 2: Carried out for binary PAM, our analysis and
I/O models in (9) and (18) hold for binary pulse-position
modulation (PPM) as well. For binary PPM, one only needs
to replace the correlator template p(t) with p(t) − p(t − ∆),
where ∆ is the PPM modulation index.
IV. SINR A NALYSIS
In this section, we will compare performance of different
transmission schemes based on their corresponding SINRs
for different selections of β. To carry out these SINR-based
comparisons, we will rely on our general I/O relationship (9) for
the TH-free case, and its counterpart (18) when TH is present.
In the absence of TH, the instantaneous SINR after diversity
combining for the two receiver options is given by [cf. (9)]
SINRmf :=

Nf Eu |α̃T α̃|2
(cu ⊗ α̃)T Rη (cu ⊗ α̃)

(19)

where N0 /2 is the AWGN power and J0 /2 is the NBI power.
Fig. 2(c) depicts an example of F Nf Np Rη̄ F H
Nf Np . The interferer has a flat PSD with power J0 /N0 = 8 dB and N0 /2 = 1.
Notice that with Nf Np = 4 × 16 = 64, F Nf Np Rη̄ F H
Nf Np is
approximately diagonal, as indicated in (21).
So far, we have developed closed-form expressions for the
SINR at the Rake outputs based on our unifying digital model
(9). It follows from (19) and (20) that SINR is generally code
dependent, which in turn implies that the BER generally depends on cu . However, it is possible to have code-independent
SINR. For example, we know that when η is white, the MMSE
weights boil down to MF weights and for all transmission
schemes we have from (19) that: SINRmmse = SINRmf =
T
(2Eu /N0 )α̃T α̃, since (cu ⊗ α̃)T (cu ⊗ α̃) = cT
u cu α̃ α̃ =
T
Nf α̃ α̃. In narrowband systems, it has also been shown that
the performance of MC-CDMA is code independent [14].
One may expect a similar result to hold for our real baseband
MC-UWB with Rake reception. In fact, we will prove that the
BER of real MC-UWB systems is indeed code independent,
with any Rake finger selection, even in the presence of NBI and
dense multipath, as we summarize in the following proposition.
Proposition 1: In baseband MC-UWB with codes cu (k) =
(o)
gT
k cu , ∀u, k ∈ [0, Nf − 1], where no TH is employed, the
SINR in (19) and (20) corresponding to MF and MMSE Rake
receivers are code/user independent even in the presence of
NBI, regardless of the multipath channel and the Rake finger
Nf −1
(o)
are the same
delay selection, as long as {|c̄u (k)|2 }k=0
∀u ∈ [0, Nf − 1].
Proof: See Appendix IV.

Code-independent SINR implies that the corresponding BER
(o)
is also code independent. As an example, consider cu in (5)
(o)

(o)

and
SINRmmse :=

Eu
(cu ⊗ α̃)T R−1
η (cu ⊗ α̃)
Nf

(20)

respectively, where Rη = (I Nf ⊗ S T )Rη̄ (I Nf ⊗ S). Recall
that with η̄ being stationary Gaussian, its correlation matrix
Rη̄ is an Nf Np × Nf Np Toeplitz matrix. Since Nf Np is
large (100), Rη̄ can be well approximated by a circulant
matrix, which can be diagonalized by FFT matrices as in [14];
i.e., F Nf Np Rη̄ F H
Nf Np ≈ Φ, where Φ is a diagonal matrix.
In particular, if the NBI has a flat power spectral density on
its nonzero frequency support, the nth diagonal entry of the
diagonal matrix Φ is given by

J +N0

 0
,
[Φ]n,n = N 2

 0,
2

2

with binary {±1} entries. In this case, |c̄u (k)| = 1, ∀k, u ∈
(o)
[0, Nf − 1]. The BER corresponding to such cu will thus be
code independent.
Unique to MC-UWB, Proposition 1 can also be justified
intuitively. Recall that each MC-UWB user utilizes all Nf
digital subcarriers, with each MC subcarrier occupying distinct
2

frequency bands. When {|c̄u (k)| for each k is constant across
all users u ∈ [0, Nf − 1], all users have the same ‘weight’
on each subcarrier and its corresponding frequency bands.
Therefore, NBI affects all users (codes) uniformly. In particular,
(o)
when |c̄u (k)|2 = 1, ∀k, u ∈ [0, Nf − 1], each user’s transmit
PSD will be ‘flat’ (see also Fig. 1).
In the presence of TH, the instantaneous SINR after diversity
combining for the two receiver options is given, respectively, by
[cf. (18)]
'2
'
Nf Eu '(cu ⊗ ᾱ)T (Θ+Ψ)T ΞΞT (Θ+Ψ)(cu ⊗ ᾱ)'
SINRmf =
(cu ⊗ ᾱ)T (Θ+Ψ)T ΞRη ΞT (Θ+Ψ)(cu ⊗ ᾱ)
(22)
and
SINRmmse

if subband n is hit
,

n ∈ [0, Nf Nc )

otherwise
(21)

:=

Eu
T
(cu ⊗ ᾱ)T (Θ + Ψ)T ΞR−1
η Ξ (Θ + Ψ)(cu ⊗ ᾱ)
Nf
(23)
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Fig. 3. BER for DS- and MC-UWB over AWGN channels with NBI-1 (center frequency 1.2 GHz, bandwidth 20 MHz). MMSE-Rake with N = 1 is used. The
performance of all codes is plotted to illustrate code (in)dependence.

where Rη = ΞT Rη̄ Ξ. In the absence of IFI, we have ΞC =
ΞB . Vanishing ΞA Ψ and ΞB Θ reduces the noise-free part of
(16) to

Ξ (Θ + Ψ)(cu ⊗ ᾱ) =
T

 T

Eu
ΞA Θ(cu ⊗ ᾱ)
su (ns )
ΞT
Nf
B Ψ(cu ⊗ ᾱ)

which is nothing but the noise-free part of (9) premultiplied by
an Nf N × Nf N permutation matrix [cf. (26) and (27)]. As a
result, (22) and (23) boil down to (19) and (20).
V. S IMULATIONS AND N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In our simulations, the number of frames per symbol is
chosen as Nf = 32. A Gaussian monocycle with duration
Tp = 0.7 ns is used as the pulse shaper p(t). Since the UWB
transmission here is baseband real, the multipath channels are
generated using the S–V channel model [8] modified as in
[4], where channel taps are real. The parameters to generate
random channel realizations are chosen as (1/Λ, 1/λ, Γ, γ) =
(43, 0.4, 7.1, 4.3) ns, giving rise to maximum excess delays
around 35 ns. We truncate the channel taps at τL = 34 ns and
choose Tf = 35 ns. As a result, we obtain Np := Tf /Tp = 50.
The TH codes are generated independently from a uniform
distribution over [0, Nc − 1]. Two Nc values are used: Nc =
10 with Tc = 3.5 ns, and Nc = 50 with Tc = 0.7 ns. We
use Walsh–Hadamard (W–H) codes for DS-UWB and as the
(o)
orthogonal codes cu for the MC-UWB spreading in (5). In our
simulations, selective- and partial-Rake are employed, where
the N delays with strongest outputs are chosen for the former,
and the first N delays are chosen for the latter. In AWGN
channels, we use N = 1. When multipath is also present, more
fingers are used and will be specified in individual simulations.

These results are generated using (19), (20), (22), and (23),
averaged over 5000 channel realizations each associated with
a random TH code.
Three sets of parameters are used to generate NBI with a
flat inband power spectrum: NBI-1 with 1.2-GHz center frequency and 20-MHz bandwidth; NBI-2 with 900-MHz center
frequency and 25-MHz bandwidth; and NBI-3 with 900-MHz
center frequency and 80-MHz bandwidth. Notice that NBI-1
approximates the GPS band and NBI-2 approximates the
GSM900 band. The power of NBI is J0 /N0 = 30 dB relative
to the AWGN power N0 .
In Figs. 3 and 4, we plot BER corresponding to all 32 DS
and MC spreading codes, in AWGN channels with a 1-finger
MMSE-Rake receiver, and in multipath channels with a
16-finger selective MF-Rake receiver, both in the presence
of NBI. Corroborating Proposition 1, MC exhibits identical
performance across all codes/users; whereas DS exhibits codedependent performance, in both AWGN and multipath channels
with NBI. But as it is clear from Figs. 5 and 6, which depict
BER over multipath channels with MMSE-Rake, performance
variation among different DS codes decreases as the number of
Rake fingers increases from 1 to 16. Also notice that though
selective-Rake improves performance of all codes, it also increases the performance variation across codes, in comparison
to partial-Rake reception.
When random TH is also present, the performance corresponding to all DS and MC spreading codes is shown in
Fig. 7 for AWGN channels. Unlike the TH-absent case, MC
codes exhibit more pronounced performance variation than DS
codes. This suggests that the code-independence property of
MC spreading is very sensitive to TH.
When NBI is present but multipath is absent, the BER
average over all DS, SC, and MC spreading codes is depicted
in Fig. 8 in the presence of NBI-1 (GPS) interferer. We observe
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Fig. 4. BER for DS- and MC-UWB over multipath channels with NBI-1 (center frequency 1.2 GHz, bandwidth 20 MHz). Selective-Rake with MF combining
and N = 16 is used. The performance of all codes is plotted to illustrate code (in)dependence.

Fig. 5. BER for DS-UWB over multipath channels with NBI-1 (center frequency 1.2 GHz, bandwidth 20 MHz). Selective-Rake with MMSE combining and
various number of fingers: N = 1, 4, 8, 16. The performance of all codes is plotted to illustrate code dependence.

that DS- and SC-UWB yield a similar performance, while
MC-UWB outperforms both. In Fig. 9, we also plot the average
BER of DS-, SC-, and MC-UWB in the presence of three
different jammers. These jammers have the same bandwidth but
different center frequencies. As shown in the figure, MC-UWB
yields invariant performance, while DS- and SC-UWB exhibit
variable BER, as the jammer’s center frequency changes.
In the presence of both NBI and multipath effects, the
average BER versus Eu /N0 is depicted in Fig. 10 for DS/SC/
MC-UWB. Notice that MC-UWB outperforms others, whereas

the performance difference diminishes as more Rake fingers
are employed. To compare selective- and partial-Rake, we also
plot in Fig. 11 the average BER of MC-UWB with N = 4, 8,
16 Rake fingers. As expected, MMSE-Rake outperforms MFRake, and selective-Rake yields a universally better performance than partial-Rake. But the improvement is more evident
for smaller values of N .
With TH codes also being employed, we plot in Fig. 12 the
average BER for DS/SC/MC–TH, and TH-only UWB, over
AWGN channels with N = 1 and Nc = 10. Comparing Fig. 12
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Fig. 6. BER for DS-UWB over multipath channels with NBI-1 (center frequency 1.2 GHz, bandwidth 20 MHz). Partial-Rake with MMSE combining and various
number of fingers: N = 1, 4, 8, 16. The performance of all codes is plotted to illustrate code dependence.

Fig. 7. BER for DS–TH- and MC–TH-UWB over AWGN channels with NBI-1 (center frequency 1.2 GHz, bandwidth 20 MHz). MMSE-Rake with N = 1 is
used. The performance of all codes is plotted to illustrate code dependence.

with Fig. 8, we observe that in AWGN channels, TH improves
performance of DS and SC, but adversely affects MC. In the
presence of multipath, we plot the average BER for DS/SC/
MC-UWB with and without TH in Fig. 13, in the presence
of NBI-3. TH consistently improves the performance of all
DS/SC/MC codes, with Nc = 50 and various number of Rake
fingers N = 1, 4, 8, 16. But the improvement is not as significant as in AWGN channels, and no difference among spreading
codes is observed.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a unifying transmission and Rake
reception model for UWB radios, which encompasses several
spreading codes including not only the well known DS and
TH codes, but also the recent SC and MC codes, and their
combinations. Our unifying model accounts for the IFI induced
by TH and multipath channels and allows for various Rake
finger delay selections. Moreover, without invoking oversampling, this model is established in digital form, which enables
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Fig. 8. Average BER corresponding to DS-, SC-, and MC-UWB over AWGN with NBI-1 (center frequency 1.2 GHz, bandwidth 20 MHz).

Fig. 9. Average BER corresponding to DS-, SC-, and MC-UWB over AWGN channels, in the presence of three 25-MHz bandwidth jammers with different
center frequencies: Jammer A (300 MHz), Jammer B (400 MHz), and Jammer C (900 MHz).

closed-form SINR expressions. Based on these expressions,
we studied and compared the effects of NBI in both AWGN
and dense multipath channels, for various types of UWB
transmissions.
Our simulation results corroborate the code-independent
BER performance of MC-UWB in the presence of multipath
and NBI effects, regardless of the Rake finger selection. We
also observed that with MMSE combining, both partial- and
selective-Rake receivers are able to reduce the performance

variation across individual codes, as the number of Rake fingers
increases. Moreover, while selective-Rake results in a better
BER performance than partial-Rake, the former induces a
larger variation across individual codes. Finally, TH improves
performance of all DS/SC/MC codes in multipath channels.
But in AWGN channels, although MC spreading codes yield
superior performance than DS and SC codes in the absence of
TH, the presence of TH seems to be more favorable to DS and
SC codes.
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Fig. 10. Average BER corresponding to DS-, SC-, and MC-UWB over dense multipath channels with AWGN, in the presence of NBI-1 (center frequency 1.2
GHz, bandwidth 20 MHz). Selective-Rake with N = 1, 4, 16 fingers is used.

Fig. 11. Average BER of MC-UWB over multipath channels with AWGN, in the presence of NBI-1: partial-Rake (pRake) versus selective-Rake (sRake) with
various N values.

A PPENDIX I
P ROOF OF L EMMA 2
After processing ȳ u with Ξ0 = [ ΞA
vector y u = ΞT
0 ȳ u is given by

yu =

ΞB ], the resultant


Eu # T
su ΞA ΘΞT
B Ψ (cu ⊗ ᾱ)
Nf


$
T
T
+ ΞT
A ΨΞB Θ (cu ⊗ ᾱ) + Ξ η̄. (24)

To specify the entries of this vector, let us start with its
component ΞT
A Θ(cu ⊗ ᾱ). Recall that matrices ΞA and Θ as
well as vector cu ⊗ ᾱ all have block structures. Consequently,
ΞT
A Θ(cu ⊗ ᾱ) is also a block-structured vector, whose kth
block is
T T
T
cu (k)T T
N,Mk S Ak Ak ᾱ = cu (k)T N,Mk α̃
c̄th (k)−1

(25)

u
[S · 1N ×1 ]n . Intuitively, Mk is nothwhere Mk := n=0
ing but the number of Rake correlations on the kth pulse
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Fig. 12. Average BER corresponding to DS/SC/MC–TH and TH-only UWB over AWGN channels, in the presence of NBI-1 (center frequency 1.2 GHz,
bandwidth 20 MHz) and NBI-2 (center frequency 900 MHz, bandwidth 25 MHz).

Fig. 13. Average BER corresponding to DS/SC/MC-UWB with and without TH, over multipath channels with AWGN, in the presence of NBI-3 (center frequency
900 MHz, bandwidth 80 MHz). Partial-Rake receiver with N = 1, 4, 8, 16 fingers and MMSE combining.

within the “current” (kth) frame duration. In the absence of
TH, one would have Mk = N , ∀k. But when TH is present,
N −1
the delays {cth
u (k)Tc + τ̃n }n=0 corresponding to the kth pulse
are not guaranteed to fall into the kth frame duration, due to the
TH-induced shift cth
u (k)Tc . In other words, some of the Rake
delays will spill over to the next frame duration. Evidently,
the number of Rake delays that fall into the “next” [(k + 1)th]

frame duration is M̄k = N − Mk . With (25), it readily follows
that
ΞT
A Θ(cu ⊗ ᾱ)

T
= cu (0)α̃ T N,M0

...

cu (Nf − 1)α̃T T N,MNf −1

T

.

(26)
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For each (say, the kth) frame duration, the vector
cu (k)T T
N,Mk α̃ collects Mk correlator outputs corresponding
to the “current” (the kth) pulse. Concatenation of these vectors
Nf −1
across frames then yields the ( k=0
Mk ) × 1 vector in (26).
T
As to the component ΞB Ψ(cu ⊗ ᾱ), it can be readily veriT
fied that ΨT Ψ = diag{B T
0 B 0 , . . . , B Nf −2 B Nf −2 , 0Nc ×Nc }.
Consequently, the kth block of this component has a form
T T
similar to (25), and is given by: cu (k)ΥT
N,M̄k S B k B k ᾱ =
cu (k)ΥT
N,M̄k α̃. As a result, we obtain the following vector:
ΞT
B Ψ(cu ⊗ ᾱ)

T T
= cu (0)α̃ ΥN,M̄0

...

cu (Nf − 2)α̃T ΥN,M̄N

T

f −2

(27)
N −2

f
M̄k elements. Interestingly, vectors in (26)
which has k=0
and (27) do not share common elements, simply because
ΥT
N,M̄k T N,Mk = 0M̄k ×Mk by definition.
Stacking (26) and (27), we deduce that the first term in (24)
contains Nf N distinct correlator outputs, which are dependent
on α̃. This confirms that all noise-only entries of ȳ u are
ΞB ]T .
removed when premultiplied with ΞT
0 = [ ΞA
To show that all entries being removed are noise-only ones,
notice that the maximum number of correlator outputs is Nf N ;
that is, N correlator outputs per pulse and Nf pulses per
symbol. The size of y u indicates that no correlator output is
removed from ȳ u .

A PPENDIX II
P ROOF OF (17)
⊗ ᾱ) and ΞT
B Θ(cu ⊗
diag{0Nc ×Nc , AT
1 B0, . . . ,

of ΞT
A Ψ(cu
T

To specify structures
ᾱ), first notice that Θ Ψ =
AT
Nf −1 B Nf −2 } (J Nf ⊗ I Nc ). Their kth blocks can then be
shown to be, respectively
cth
u (k

−

T T
1)T T
N,Mk S Ak B k−1 ᾱ

T
T T
cth
u (k + 1)ΥN,M̄k S B k Ak+1 ᾱ

where matrices A and B have different indices due to the
shift matrix J Nf . Using definitions of matrices A and B,
we deduce that the kth block of ΞT
A Ψ(cu ⊗ ᾱ) is cu (k −
T
T
T cth
(k)+c̄th
(k−1)
u
u
1)T N,Mk S (J Nc )
ᾱ, and that of ΞT
B Θ(cu ⊗
th
T
T
cth
ᾱ) is cu (k + 1)ΥN,M̄k S (J Nc ) u (k+1)+c̄u (k) ᾱ.
A PPENDIX III
P ROOF OF L EMMA 3
For any Rake selection matrix S, premultiplying ȳ u with
ΞB ]T eliminates all the noise-only entries of ȳ u .
ΞT
0 = [ ΞA
To further remove possible repetitions in ΞT
0 ȳ u , one needs to
first find the locations of these redundant entries. Next, we will
argue that these locations are indicated by nonzero entries in the
matrix-product ΞT
B ΞA .
As Ξ0 is not guaranteed to be full rank, it may contain pairs
of identical columns, for the reasons stated before Lemma 3.
For the same reasons, each pair of these identical columns must
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be included separately in ΞB and ΞA . As a result, nonzero
entries of the cross product ΞT
B ΞA indicate the existence of
redundant entries and their locations (indices) in y u = ΞT
0 ȳ u .
More specifically, the column index of a nonzero entry of
ΞT
B ΞA indicates the corresponding ȳ u entry’s first appearance
in y u , which is captured by ΞA ; and the row index of it
indicates the same ȳ u entry’s second appearance in y u , which is
captured by ΞB .
In order to remove one of the two appearances/repetitions,
one only needs to capture the column (or equivalently, row)
index of its corresponding nonzero entry in ΞT
B ΞA . To this end,
we simply postmultiply ΞT
B ΞA with an all-one vector to form
vector v := ΞT
B ΞA · 1(Nf N −M̄ )×1 . The nonzero entries of the
latter turn out to be all ones, whose indices indicate the second
appearances of redundant entries in ΞT
B ȳ u . With the size of
the latter being Nf N , it readily follows that the number of
redundant entries is (Nf N − rank{Ξ0 }), which is identical to
the number of nonzero entries in the vector v.
As a result, keeping only those columns of ΞB which
correspond to zero entries of v guarantees elimination of all
(and only) redundant entries of ΞT
0 ȳ u . Therefore, for any Rake
selection matrix S, choosing Ξ = [ ΞA ΞC ] with ΞC as
in Lemma 3 enables extraction of all, and only, information
dependent entries from ȳ u , without any repetition.
A PPENDIX IV
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1
Using properties of Kronecker products, we have: cu ⊗
α̃ = (cu ⊗ I N )α̃. Moreover, (5) can be expressed as: cu =
(o) Nf −1

FH
Nf c̄u , where {c̄u }u=0 are new code vectors constructed
(o)

(o)

from cu :
c̄(o)
u


k



(o)
N

c
,
if k = 0, or 2f
u


k







 1
(o)
(o)
Nf
√
c
+
·
c
,
if
k
∈
1,
u
u
=
.
2
2
k
Nf −k









(o)
(o)
N

 √1
− · cu
cu
, if k ∈ 2f + 1, Nf
2
Nf −k

k

(o)

It turns out that: i) if the original vectors cu are orthogonal,
(o)

(o) H (o)
(c̄u1 ) c̄u2

= Nf δu1 u2 ; and
then c̄u are also orthogonal, i.e.,
(o)
ii) if entries of cu take binary {±1} values, then entries of
(o)
(o)
c̄u are complex numbers on the unit circle. Using c̄u , an
alternative expression of cu ⊗ α̃ can be obtained



#
$H  (o)
(o)
c̄
α̃
=
F
c̄
α̃.
⊗I
⊗I
⊗I
cu ⊗ α̃ = F H
N
N
N
N
u
Nf u
f
Consider now the denominator of SINRmf in (19). Replacing (cu ⊗ α̃) with its alternative expression, the denominator
becomes

H 

(cu ⊗ α̃)T Rη (cu ⊗ α̃) = α̃T c̄(o)
R̄ c̄(o)
u ⊗I N
u ⊗I N α̃
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with R̄ := (F Nf ⊗ I N )Rη (F Nf ⊗ I N )H . Using the definition of Rη , properties of Kronecker product and the approximation Rη̄ ≈ F H
Np Nf ΦF Np Nf , we deduce that

Once again, we observe that the SINR is code independent,
Nf −1
(o)
do not change across users u ∈
so long as {|c̄u (k)|2 }k=0
[0, Nf − 1].



$
#
H
R̄ := F Nf ⊗ S T F H
Np Nf ΦF Np Nf F Nf ⊗ S .
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